GRA BER

AWN I N GS
BY SUNSETTER ®
Featuring Sunbrella® Fabric

EXPAND YOUR HOME, ENRICH YOUR LIFESTYLE
Your home’s interior is expertly designed—an undeniable representation of your preferences and personality. Now,
your taste in décor can extend to the great outdoors with Graber Awnings by SunSetter, featuring Sunbrella fabrics—
available in 16 stylish fabrics, from 8' to 20' wide.

SOPHISTICATED SHADE
An awning-covered outdoor retreat creates more space
for relaxing and entertaining in comfort
Straight valance design cultivates an upscale ambiance
Manual and motorized options offer easy-to-operate,
versatile control

SUPERIOR FABRIC
Sunbrella fabric is engineered to last
Guaranteed against the elements: blocks harmful UV rays,
protects you from rain, and won’t succumb to mildew or
atmospheric chemicals
Acrylic fibers offer the rich look and feel of cotton, but
won’t fade or degrade

PROTECTION YOU CAN COUNT ON

AMPLE ACCESSORY OPTIONS

By blocking harmful UV rays, Sunbrella fabric protects your

Block even more sunlight and wind with a roll-down front

furniture and flooring as well as your skin; recommended

solar shade, available on motorized awnings

by the Skin Cancer Foundation as part of a complete sun
protection regimen
Awnings reflect and absorb heat; by reducing solar heat
gain in your home, Sunbrella fabric can reduce home
cooling energy consumption by up to 60%* and lower your
energy costs
10-year limited warranty ensures a long-lasting investment

Set the mood with dimming LED lights, designed to
illuminate an ideal nighttime entertaining environment
Protect your awning with an aluminum hood or awning
cover, and by installing a wind sensor that closes your
motorized awning automatically as needed
Complement your décor with a textured, slip- and scuffresistant deck mat
Maintain your awning with a cleaning kit for years of
lasting beauty

* Data provided by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers.

Graber is a brand of Springs Window Fashions, the Best Experience Company
Graber is a registered trademark of Springs Window Fashions, LLC.
Sunbrella is a registered trademark of Glen Raven, Inc.
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